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Dear Editor, 
 
First off, let me congratulate NRU and Ms. Edelson for an informative feature on the serious problems raised by 
the 407 Transitway EPR and the MTO plan for the Concord-Barrie GO station hub. A few inaccuracies, 
however, should be corrected for the record. Our Local Councillor Sandra Racco is quoted as saying that 
"several residents in the community are opposed to the province's plan to locate the proposed Concord 
transitway station east of Keele St and south of Highway 7". "Several" isn't exactly an accurate term for 
referring to all, or nearly all, residents. The facts are that the original petition to Ministers Duguid and Chiarelli 
asking for the transfer of the Concord West greenspace to the TRCA was signed by nearly all 287 households of 
the Concord West community, and many households in the adjoining Glen Shields community. At the general 
meeting held on August 24, 2010, our community unanimously rejected the MTO plan for the location of the 
Concord/Barrie GO station, unanimously approved the Alternative Plan, and unanimously directed the 
community organizations to present the Alternative Plan to the MTO. At the All-Candidates meeting held on 
September 28, 2010, in preparation for the Vaughan municipal elections, there was only one question that the 
entire community put to all candidates: what will you do to help this community protect itself and the threatened 
greenspace from being steamrolled by the MTO plan? Today, our MPP Peter Shurman presented the Ontario 
Legislature with a petition to transfer the same land to the TRCA, that was signed by 1,229 constituents. The 
three community organizations which are spearheading the campaign for the protection of the greenspace and of 
the community's old cultural and social heritage, and whose elected representatives are signatories of the 
documents submitted by the community, comprise practically all the households in Concord West. 
 
Another quoted imprecision attributed to our Councillor states that "they [the residents] expressed concerns 
about the proximity of the proposed station to the adjacent greenspace that is part of the Bartley Smith 
Greenway." In fact, the GO/Metrolinx station complex (intermodal hub), as planned, occupies the entire 
greenspace in question and would thus completely obliterate it. Even the diminutive woodlot to be "preserved" 
would necessarily be destroyed by the construction of the hub, parking lot and elevated transitway. It is worth 
emphasizing that the greenspace is immediately adjacent to, and ecologically contiguous with, the Bartley Smith 
Greenway, at its narrowest point, and to the confluence of two major tributaries of the Upper West Don river. 
The same quote continues: "The massive parking that's planned will interfere with the community access to the 
greenspace". Loss of access to the Bartley Smith Greenway is just one of the grievances of this community, and 
- in the present context - a minor one (that has, nonetheless, dragged on for 16 years). The main grievance is that 
the proposed hub will obliterate the greenspace we are trying to save  - even if a token access to the Greenway 
may be provided.- and will also destroy the social fabric of this community by bringing in (even if all else 
remained unchanged) traffic, noise, garbage, pollution and crime. 
 
The rash decisions of the MTO and MOE have entirely disregarded the destruction of both the natural and the 
social environments of our community caused by the unnecessary and costly location of this hub south of 
Highway 7, rather than to north of it, where it belongs in the intensification scheme. Yet, the challenge this 
project poses to our community, besides threatening its very survival, also concerns the vision of the kind of life 
and environment that Canadians deserve. This is the reason why so many Vaughan residents, environmental 
groups and Canadians from all backgrounds have openly given their support to our ongoing fight. We all count 
on your continuing coverage of this issue. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 
Dr. Paulo Correa 
Chair, Concord West Residents Ad Hoc Committee 


